ACADEMICS

Chemistry Major

Making Waves

with models of RMS Titanic

I

t is not surprising that as a
chemistry major, La Roche College
senior Michael Koehler excels
in math and science. What he does
with those skills when not hitting the
books, however, has attracted attention
outside the classroom.
Mr. Koehler is a gifted model builder
who has used these talents, as well
as a passion for research, to create a
historically accurate 1:152 scale radiocontrolled RMS Titanic model that he
sails on North Park Lake in the North
Hills of Pittsburgh. The craft, which
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is almost six feet long, was built from
scratch in Mr. Koehler’s basement from
blueprints for the real ship.

“I drafted my own plans for this model
using those blueprints, then built the
model from insulation foam board and
paper,” Mr. Koehler said of the ship that
was finished in May 2015. “When I take
it to North Park, it gets a lot of attention;
people are fascinated by it. It really draws
a crowd.”
Mr. Koehler, who lives in Hampton
Township, isn’t exactly sure when his
own fascination with the Titanic began;
he worked on a couple of middle school

projects about the ship, and thought
that it would “be cool” to have a radiocontrolled model of the vessel. “I’ve been
interested in the Titanic for as long as I
can remember, and my ongoing interest
finally accumulated to the point where I
wanted to build a large scale model of the
ship,” he explained.
But his obsession didn’t stop there.
Mr. Koehler is currently in the process
of building a much larger, museumquality RMS Titanic, which he expects to
complete in about four years.
“I learned a lot and refined my modelbuilding skills on the first ship, so I

is approximately 3,000 feet, which is
basically as far as you can see it.”
Mr. Koehler is building the model from
scratch using the traditional plank-onframe construction method. He will
build a wood structural framework first,
followed by the addition of thin, lateral
wooden planks glued around the frame
to flesh-out the hull shape. The hull will
then be sealed, sanded and covered with
fiberglass cloth.
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decided to build one that’s twice the size
and has a much higher level of detail,”
he said. “This model will be much more
impressive than my first one.”
Mr. Koehler’s 1:87 scale RMS Titanic
model, which he started this past May,
will be slightly over 10 feet (121.64 inches)
long, more than a foot (12.68 inches)
across, and have a displacement weight
of 173 pounds.
“The model will be radio-controlled,
and have working smoke, a horn and
lights, as well as a speaker that softly
plays Edwardian-era music,” he said.
“The operational range of the model

“After glassing the hull, a layer of scale
hull plates made of polystyrene plastic
will be glued on to simulate the real
ship’s iron plating,” Mr. Koehler said.
“I’m using the dimensions of the real
ship to build the model, but the internal
structure is my own design.”
Mr. Koehler has been teaching himself
to build the ship with the aid of online
tutorials, and has spent hours poring
over details — and new revelations —
about the ship’s construction. “About
eight years ago, new evidence revealed
that the Titanic’s center propeller
actually had three blades rather than
the commonly depicted four blades,” he
said, adding that all known photographs
supposedly showing the Titanic’s center
propeller are actually of the Olympic,
which did have a four-blade propeller. “I
analyzed the evidence, and most likely
the reality is that there were only three,
so that’s how I’m building my model.”
In addition to building model ships,
Mr. Koehler enjoys model aviation
and model railroading, and is a member

of the Western Pennsylvania Model
Railroad Museum. “My mom used to
take me to the railroad museum when I
was young, and I spent hours looking at
the 4,000 square foot, 1:87 scale railroad
display,” he said, adding that the railroad
is the same scale as his Titanic model.
“I think that spiked my interest in
building models.”
Mr. Koehler also is a member of the
Allegheny Parkflyers Club and has been
building and flying radio controlled
airplanes since 2007.
In addition to finishing his last year at
La Roche, Mr. Koehler is employed
through Lab Support at Kop-Coat, a
wood protection products company, and
has a side business restoring antique
gramophones and phonographs.
“I’ve always liked old music from the
early 1900s, and listening to the music
made me want to seek out the original
equipment on which it was played,” he
said. “I built up a collection of antique
phonographs and had to learn to repair
them myself. I started helping out
antique stores that buy old phonographs
and need to get them in working
condition, and it turned into a small
business.”
Because he is so busy with school, work
and other projects, Mr. Koehler only
works on his Titanic model a couple of
hours each weekend. “I’m still in the
early stages of this build, but expect to
have it finished and sailing by 2020,”
he said.
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